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ConsumerDebt Is OUf
Economy's'
Achilles'Heel
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ByJEREMYRIFKIN

An analogoussituation occurred in the on line for social movements to build
How long can Americans continue to
spend more than' they make, moving
ith a single presidential mid-1920s,also a period of great economic enough counter-strength to demand a fail'
deeper and deeper into commercial debt?
debate left, I've been change. Electricity replaced steam power share of the gf.ins,
Any number of external events could tip
pondering what I would across every major industry, greaily inThe
same
phenomenon
is
occurring
tothe scale,with potentiaHycalamitousconask the candidates if I creasing the productive capacity of the day. Productivity gains from the informaProductivity gains, however,
sequences. If, for example,the energy crihad the opportunity to country,
tion
and
telecommunication
revolutions
sis were to deepen or the stock market
pose just one question. So, here it i,s,Vice were not matched by a signific~ntincrease are finallybeing felt and most majorindusin worker compensation. Instead, wages
were to experience a sustained downturn
PresidentAl Gore and Gov.GeorgeW. remained
tries
ar~
facing
global
underutilization,of
relatively flat, while many marBU'sh:
.
or major lending institutions were to pull
ginal wor!{erswere let go in the wal{eof capacity and insufficient consumer deback on their loans, the effect on all of our
Are you at all concerned about the more efficient technology, By the late mand. Consumercredit has become a:way
- ~"lives could be sobering indeed.
mounting consumer debt spreading across 19208,American industry was running at I to keep the economicengines throttled up,
~'
The new economywon't be a reality unevery demographic sector of the U.S. only 75% of capacity in most key sectors, at least for a time.
til we have found a way to distribute the
The fruits of the new productivity gains
population?
,
Today, consumer credit is growingby a
productivity gains of the e-commerce
were not being distributedbroadlyenough staggering 9% annually, and personal
This past week, the Commerce Departrevolution broadly, to ensure enough conamong workers to sustain increased con- bankruptcies are increasing. In 1994,
ment reported that for a second month in a
sumer purchasing,powerto match the insumptionand empty inventories,So banks 780,000Americansfiled for bankruptcy.
row, in August, Americans spe'ht more
creases in productivecapacity.In the past,
and retailers extended cheap credit in the By 1999,the number had jumped to 1.28
than they made, plunging the savings rate
that has meant an increase in wages and
form of installment buying to encourage
into the negative category, The isavings
benefits and a reduction in work,hours.
workersto buy more.By late 1929,con- million, Some economists argue that the
rate is now at its lowest iievelBut if we allowwages and benefitsfor midsumer debt was so high that it could not negative savings rate is not really as bad
0,2%-since monthly records began in
dle- and working-class Americans to rebe sustained.Even the bull market wasbe- as the figures might suggest, because mil-'
1959.
main stagnant, as they have been for
ing 8tbked by record purchases of stocks lions of Americans have experi'enced renearly' a decade, and instead artificially
The fact is, the "American miracle" has,
on margin (using brokers' credit), Finally, cord gain:>in the stock market. But many
prop up purchasing power by pushing
to a great extent, been bought on credit. It
the house of cards collapsed.
I of the high-tech stoclts Americans hold are
them into debt, we may squander the opis impossible to understand the dramatic
The short-term substitution of consumer over-valued and likely to be the subject of
portunity to create a truly new economy
groWth of the U,S. economy and reduction
credit in lieu of increases in income and continued significant "readjustment" in
that worksfor everyone.
benefits has received little attention the months ahead. Moreover, 90% of the
in unemployment in recent years wjthout
examining the close relationship that has
It's unlikely that either of the presidenamong economists.Still, the fact remains gains of the stock market have gone to the
10% of households; the bottom 60% of
dev~loped between economi!3 expansion,
tial
candidateswill focus on the troubling
that great technology revolutions-like top
job creation and the amassing of record
specter of negative savings. Yet sooner or
the substitution of electricity for steam Americans own little or no stock.
later, we may look back at the current
consumer debt. Credit card companies are
power-generally spread quicl<ly,once all
extending credit at unprecedented ievels.
of the critical elements are in place, The
"prosperity" with the same cynicalregard
as earlier generations did at the short-lived
problemis that it generallytakes at least a 'Americans
Millions of American consumers are buyare~pendlngmore
boom yef.rsof the Roaring'20s.
generation after a new technology comes
ing on credit and because they are, mil-

--

li01lSof other Americans have gone back
to work to make the goods and perform
the services being purchased. The result is
that the economy seems to be healthier
than ever.
Today, according to the Federal Reserve, Americans are spending more than
they are taldng in, marking the first time
since the Great Depression that the country has experienced a negative savings
rate. Recall that just eight years ago, the
average savings rate in the U,S, was 8% of
after-tax income.

than they are taking In,
markingthe first time since the
Great Depression that the
countryhas experienced a
negative savings rate.'
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